
# Highlights in the 24 headline episodes of IKEA Festival
Room + timing

IKEA news 18h-19h; new collaboration partner for IKEA : get to know our new collaboration 
partner and what we will be doing together. 

IKEA news 12h -13h; visiting previous collaboration partner Virgil Abloh: Designer, 
entrepreneur, and DJ Virgil Abloh is one of the most influential creative forces of our time –
someone whose ideas and designs across disciplines and platforms have shaped contemporary 
culture. He opens the doors to his Paris studio to share what’s on his mind right now.

Kitchen talk spaces 01h-02h; get a first view of what´s to come in the KÅSEBERGA collection, a 
collaboration between IKEA and World Surf League.

My home turf 23h-00h; MØ: Follow from her home town Copenhagen, Denmark as she shows 
us the city through her eyes and ends it all with a unique performance. 

Home visit 9h,11h,12h and 18h; Average Rob: Average Rob visits the home of 4 interesting 
personalities.  

Dj relay 00h-01h; Kaytranada, the Montreal-raised producer, arrived during the early 2010s 
with ear-perking remixes and an array of sounds that veered from J Dilla-inspired hip-hop beats 
to distinctly woozy house grooves. Since, he’s released two universally acclaimed albums 
produced for everyone from Anderson Paak to Alicia Keys. Check out this poolside session.

IKEA news 09h-10h; Store opening in Vienna: Join Jesper Brodin CEO, Ingka Group as he 
partakes in the opening of the brand new store in Vienna, Austria, letting customers experience 
this new store format for the first time. This store is unlike any IKEA store you have visited 
before.

Home visit 10h-11h; chef Paul Svensson: Welcome home and into the kitchen of  Swedish chef 
Paul Svensson where we learn more about everyday no waste cooking – making great food out 
of the stuff hidden in the fridge and drawers. 

IKEA Museum 24h long: Go back in time and explore everything that has made and shaped 
IKEA: the good, the bad, the beautiful and the ugly.



Kitchen talk 16h-17h; circularity: Our common home, the planet is the starting point in this 
talk, and how we need to care for it by changing, improving and finding new ways of handling 
our resources by going circular. Join a conversation between Joe Iles from the Ellen McArthur 
Foundation, designer Naeem Biviji, TV host and creator Isabelle McAllister, chef and food activist 
Filip Lundin and Dominique Fularski from IKEA, and learn more about the opportunities and 
challenges of circularity.

Home cooking 20h-21h; Pasta Queen: Nadia Caterina Munno has turned her presences on 
TikTok and YouTube into a mini Food Network, dishing out recipes, advice and a little cooking 
comedy for anyone who’s ever wanted to try down-home Italian DIY.

Home Visit 22h-23h; Ilse Crawford: Check out the London studio of the IKEA collaboration 
partner Ilse Crawford – designer, author and Creative Director of Studioilse. Hear her thoughts 
on home and timeless design (including some of the upcoming products in IKEA range. 

Kitchen talk 19h-20h; air: We breathe 15 kg air per day, and increasing levels of air pollution 
affects the lives and livelihoods of millions of people around the world, which is why clean air is 
important to all of us. Join this Kitchen Talk with Maria Neira from the WHO, chef Isabella 
Morrone, meditation teacher Magnus Fridh and Björn Block from IKEA to learn more about the 
importance and impact of that invisible thing called air.

Home visit 03h-04h; IKEA designer Mikael Axelsson: Enter a villa in Älmhult, Sweden (the heart 
of IKEA) where IKEA designer Mikael Axelsson and his girlfriend Sara have created their own 
personal haven. Clever, unexpected solutions, space for exploring their interests both inside and 
outside. Take a tour of their home, a garage that’s brimming with gadgets, then jump on a 
moped to see inside Mikael’s workshop, where many of his design ideas comes to life.

My home turf 04h-05h; Masego: Micah Davis, known professionally as Masego, is a Jamaican-
American saxophone player, singer, rapper, comedian & DJ – a singular talent and surprising 
presence in the musical fabric right now. In this episode, Masego invites us to his home turf in 
Los Angeles for a tour and a performance. 

IKEA news 11h-12h; drones operating in warehouses: New technology allows us to solve 
problems in smarter ways. Join the drones working for IKEA during night when they operate in a 
warehouse.

IKEA news 15h-16h; Gaming x IKEA


